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  iSource Purpose
  

as a for profit corporation our corporate purpose is to make a profit for the shareholders.

  

  

  

  iSource Mission Statement
  

Creating Action From Knowledge
 in ways that are creative and  add value so we generate profits through helping others generate
sales .

     

  
iSource Vision

  

 A corporation based on helping other individuals and corporations GET WHAT THEY WANT fin
ancially. We will accomplish this specifically by helping individuals become better salespeople
and helping corporations understanding and achieving the sales the shareholders are
demanding.
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iSource Guiding Principle
  

 - The Golden rule "do unto others as you would have them do unto you" is to be our
guiding principle for all decisions and interactions of iSource Communications Corp. at every
level. If I as the CEO at any time am not following the Golden rule or anyone representing the
iSource Communications is not following the Golden Rule please remind us so we can get back
on course.

     

  iSource Communications Corp.
  

  

  

  iSource Communications Corp.  Corporate Head Office  #3352, 11215 Jasper Ave  Edmonton
AB T5K 0L5
 
 
Bruce Youb - CEO
 
 
 
 
 

iSource Purpose - as a for profit corporation our corporate purpose is to make a profit for the
shareholders.
iSource Mission Statement - Creating Action From Knowledge in ways that are creative and 

add value so we generate profits through helping others generate sales .
iSource Vision - A corporation based on helping other individuals and corporations GET

WHAT THEY WANT financially. We will accomplish this specifically by helping individuals
become better salespeople and helping corporations understanding and achieving the sales the
shareholders are demanding.
iSource Guiding Principle - The Golden rule "do unto others as you would have them do unto

you " is to be our guiding
principle for all decisions and interactions of iSource Communications Corp. at every level. If I
as the CEO at any time am not following the Golden rule or anyone representing the iSource
Communications is not following the Golden Rule please remind us so we can get back on
course.
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